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Abstract

In Oberhof (Aukštiemiai, western Lithuania) all forms of horse burials or offerings can be found: complete horses, horse skulls or the skull and the limbs. In every case where a description is preserved the horse parts were placed to the left of all other items or to the left of the human body, which might be a sign that the horse was used for riding. Horse remains, bridle bits or spurs usually occur in men’s burials that contain weapons. In the community of Oberhof it was not necessary to be on top of the military hierarchy to be a rider or to receive riding gear as grave goods. On the other hand bridles, spurs or horse parts are found quite often in very well furnished graves. So even if these offerings are often connected with warriors, it has to be considered that they might be not only an indicator for the doubtlessly existing cavalry but also for different social phenomena.
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Introduction

The cemetery of Oberhof (Aukštiemiai, district Klaipėda) is situated in what today is western Lithuania, northeast of the city of Klaipeda. It was excavated from 1886 to 1888 by Otto Tischler and in 1894 by Alfred Jentzsch, Heinrich Kemke and Carl Kretschmann. They investigated more than 4225 m$^2$ and 452 graves. The burial ground was in use from the Roman Age up to the Middle Ages, i.e. from the third to the 12th century AD. Oberhof has always been perceived as one of the reference cemeteries providing the basis of Otto Tischler’s chronological phasing of Eastern Prussia. Nevertheless, apart from short reports by Tischler (1888; 1889; 1890), some illustrations, mentions and references in the literature the material remained unpublished. Until World War II the material and documentation were housed in the Prussia Museum in Königsberg. During and after the war the archaeological collection of the Prussia Museum resp. of the Landesamt für Vorgeschichte was torn apart and badly damaged. For more than 40 years the whereabouts of the whole collection were unknown. Today, a part of the collection is kept in the Museum für Vor- und Frühgeschichte, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz (Reich 2004/05; Reich, Menghin 2008). As no inventory books, especially no catalogue of Oberhof, have survived, the grave units had to be re-constructed. This is possible by means of the preserved objects and the archive material now kept in Berlin – combined with references in literature, old photographs, drawings and notes in other archives.

Before entering into the main discussion of this paper it is worthwhile to give a short overview of the sources and their quality, since these factors naturally affect the derivation of subsequent conclusions. Originally 3076 inventory numbers existed, 1541 of them are kept in Berlin today. In addition 31 ceramic vessels reside in the Muzeum Warmii i Mazur in Olsztyn, Poland. Every item originally carried a small tag with a consecutive number. The objects were fixed on cardboards organized by graves. Only a part of these cardboard have survived and many objects have fallen off. Sometimes the tags were also lost. In the process of reconstruction and re-identification many of these objects were successfully reassigned to the corresponding graves.

The preserved archive material includes Tischler’s descriptions of the graves. These are complemented by typed copies made in 1943. Sometimes they are accompanied by small sketches or plans of the burials on graph paper. Such descriptions are provided for 230 graves respective 313 graves and findings. In some cases the original descriptions as well as the typed-up copies contain numerous mistakes caused by misinterpretations of the original. There are no descriptions for the burials discovered in 1894.

Other important sources which connect inventory numbers with grave numbers are a list of Roman coins found in Oberhof and small “inventory cards” that were possibly fashioned for storage purposes. Photos, illustrations in the literature and sketches in archives give further hints. All this information provides a rough

1 The project is sponsored by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (research grant Me 525/7).
framework of association between inventory numbers and graves.

The most important resource concerning the reconstruction is the so called “Tischlerscher Zettelkatalog”. It is a card-file collection which today is kept in the Muzeum Warmii i Mazur in Olsztyn. It includes 341 file cards referring to Oberhof. Although its original function is unknown, it seems to reflect the state of the former inventory. Probably it was used in order to check the collection. Every card lists the contents of a grave, albeit without inventory numbers. The Zettelkatalog hence allows determining the range of inventory numbers for a grave by comparison with preserved objects, other sources and counting.

Naturally this method does not lead to exact results for every grave, since not all file cards of the Zettelkatalog are preserved, and the other available sources are similarly more or less incomplete (Reich 2007, 195ff; 2008, p.21ff).

Graves with horse remains or riding gear

There are several problems concerning graves with horses or horse equipment in Oberhof in particular. In Oberhof almost no bones are preserved, neither human nor horse ones. Even if a detailed description with the corresponding plans – like in case of grave no. 7 (Fig. 1) – exists, it is difficult to reconstruct the position of the deceased. The items that were found in grave no. 7 fall into three groups. At Z11 the socketed axe was placed above the spearhead; beside them a sickle had been deposited. At E12 a silver neck ring with glass and amber beads and a brooch were found. Next to them a spearhead, a Roman coin, a knife and an iron fragment were situated. At F12 horse teeth with a bridle bit, fragments from the bridle and a spur were found. This means that the horse skull was situated to the left of all other items, but it is not completely sure where to place the head of the dead man. This of course is important to determine on which side of the rider the horse skull or the horse was put.

The silver neck ring and the glass and amber beads do not give a clue either. Remains of birch bark were found on the amber beads. Even if it seems possible that the neck ring and the beads could have been worn by the deceased, they could also have been placed in a box or package of birch bark, which is a well documented custom in Oberhof. In this case the ornaments were not attached to the costume and therefore cannot be used as an indication of the orientation of the body.

If no descriptions or plans of a grave are preserved, one cannot say anything about the relation of horse and man. The poor preservation of bones also makes it hard to decide if a complete horse or which parts of a horse have been buried. It would also be conceivable all bones of a horse burial could have completely decomposed as it happened with most of the human bones. In this case it is hard to tell if it is a horse burial, if a complete or only parts of the horse were offered or if it is the burial of a rider without the offering of a real horse.

For grave no. 2 (Fig. 2) there is no plan, but a description exists. Looking at the preserved objects, especially because of the arm rings and arm spirals, one gets the impression of a woman’s burial. But the description makes it quite clear, that this very shallow grave was obviously disturbed. Only fragments of the iron objects (tools or weapons) could be excavated. The ornaments, like in grave no. 7, could be also a genuine offering that did not belong to the costume of the buried man. Moreover in Oberhof the conditions for the preservation of iron or metal in general are pretty bad. This means that not all grave items, e.g. weapons, have necessarily survived.

There are only few harnesses in Oberhof with metal fittings; bridles with bronze chains are missing totally. Exceptional fittings were found in grave no. 2. Already Tischler (1889, p.28) mentioned them in one of his preliminary reports. According to his description of the grave a horse skull, of which only the teeth were left, with an iron bridle bit was found. The leather bridle was rotten. Near the teeth four cross-shaped fittings were situated, the two smaller ones nearer to the teeth, the two bigger ones with enamel decoration at the temples. The bronze buckle found nearby should have been part of the bridle as well.

The two bigger bronze cross-shaped fittings are silver-plated. In the centre of each is a circle of red enamel with a bronze star and a hemispherical-headed rivet on

5. „Ganz flach unter dem ersten Spatenstich Pferdekopf (sehr verwittert, nur Zähne) mit Eisengebiss (zerbrochen); Der Lederzaum ganz vermodert: am Gebiss sassend 4 kreuzförmige Zierplatten, 2 kleine liegen, näher dem Gebiss. 2 grosse mit rotem Email höher, also wohl an den Schläfen. Dabei sind noch einige Bronzen, die mit der Erde zusammengeschlichen wurden. Ferner dabei 1 Bronzeschnalle. In der Nachbarschaft dieser Stücke ein Eisenstück. Dicht dabei ein Eisensporn. In der Nähe im hellen Niveau noch einiges Eisen verstreut. Auch die Spirale einer Fibel. “ (PM-A 1246/1, Bl. 2 u. 4).

6. Several metal objects were recovered “en block” in order to save them at all (Tischler 1888, p.6).

7. See footnote 5.
Similar cross-shaped fittings are not only known from western Lithuania, but also from Mazuria and Sudovia. Occasionally they are found on the Sambian peninsula, in Nadruvia (Nadrauen) and in the western part of so-called Samogitia (Fig. 3). Apart from the fittings from Oberhof (Aukštkiemiai, Klaipėda district), grave no. 2 (Gaerte 1929, fig.245.a); Lazdininkai (Kretinga district), grave no. 9/1992 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2007, fig.10); Lazdininkai, grave no. 6/1992 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2007, fig.8.2); Mazkatuži (Liepāja district, Latvia), grave no. 23/1942 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2007, fig.8.1); Stragnai (Klaipėda district), grave context presently unclear (Volkaitė-Kalikauskienė 1971, fig.5); Žviliai (Šilalė district), grave no. 47 (Vaitkunskienė 1999, fig.214); Netta (Augustów district, Podlaskie voivodeship, Poland), grave no. 79 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, Taf.38); Althof-Insterburg (Tel’manova, Kaliningrad region, Russia), grave no. 135 (Bliujienė, Butkus 2007, fig.8.3); Greibau (Gaerte 1929, fig.245.b); Pruschinoven-Wolka (Wólka Prusinowska, Mrągowo district, warmińsko-mazurskie
Oberhof only the ones from Bandužiai and Stragnai show enamel. All items from Pruschinoven-Wolka (Wólka Prusinowska) are disc fibulae. The objects from Lazdininkai, grave 9/1992 and Paprotki Kolonia, site 1, grave 72 served as belt fittings. It strikes that the rivet in the middle and the applied fine wire are missing. This simple form was found also in Illerup Ådal, where the fittings were fixed on the container for the bridle chains (Carnap-Bornheim, Ilkjær 1996, plate 149; particularly UAY and ULH). In case of the fitting from Greibau the rivet in the middle and the fine wire are replaced by punched ornaments. Most of the cross shaped fittings are known from the Late Roman Period, only the ones from Žviliai, grave 47 have to be dated in the Early Migration Period (Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, p.82).

The harness from Oberhof, grave no. 360 was decorated with 36 rivets and two fittings: one of them a square with a rivet at each edge, the second a flat square with drawn-in sides. Also part of the harness were two strap ends with attached rings and two iron buckles.
The common form of bridle bits in Oberhof are made of iron and have a bit with two bars and rings. In grave no. 7 a bridle bit with bronze rings was found. Grave no. 75 contained a very special bridle bit (also see: illustration for chapter III). The rings have horse-shaped extensions (Reich 2007, plate II.2). The only known analogy so far was mentioned by Tischler (1888, p.20): a bridle bit from a cemetery near Heydekrug (Šilutė) that was kept in the Mineralogisches Museum in Dresden. Its finding circumstances as well as its present-day whereabouts are unknown. It seems that this type might be restricted to the former Memel Land.

**Furnishings of burials with horse remains or equestrian equipment**

In Oberhof there are 29 burials with horse bones or teeth, bridle bits or spurs (Fig. 4). These items usually occur in men’s burials that contain weapons. A relatively high percentage of them is very well equipped: three are furnished with a sword or a big battle knife, five with two spearheads, whereas one spearhead and an axe is the usual equipment (Reich 2007, p.197ff.). In this first group, characterised by the offering of a more or less extensive weapons set, frequently coins were found. These burials also show ornaments, in two cases silver neck rings.

The medieval graves of Oberhof (graves nos. 435, 436 and 440) with horse equipment show a different composition of grave goods. They regularly contain a wide range of ornaments (brooches, neck-rings, arm-rings and finger-rings) combined with spearheads, miniatures axes and knives. The bridle bits have rings and are made of iron. As there are no descriptions of these graves preserved, it is unknown if there have been any horse remains. The spurs are (with one exception in grave no. 435) all miniature spurs. They are made of thin bronze sheet metal with a short, thin prick and
Fig. 4. Table of associated grave items in graves with horse remains and riding gear at Oberhof. Abbreviations: Ag: silver; Fe: iron; Bz: bronze; F: fragment; gr: large; KZ: Roman Iron Age; VWZ: Migration Period; MA: Early Medieval Period.
small rivet holes at the end of each arm. Doubtlessly they were never used in practice. Curiously no stirrups have been found in the cemetery of Oberhof.

The third group can be described as containing a bridle bit and few weapons or tools, but almost no ornaments. Possibly this might be due to preservation conditions. None of these graves can be dated because not enough relevant objects have survived.

Graves with spurs but without a bridle bit are generally furnished a bit poorer, especially concerning ornaments. Only three of them contain a spearhead or a socketed axe.

All forms of horse burials or offerings as described recently by Bliujiené and Butkus (2007) can be found in Oberhof. Only grave no. 257 was called a “horse grave” by Tischler. However, no detailed description of it is preserved, the only item is a buckle. Only a horse skull was buried in graves nos. 2 and grave 365. Teeth that might have been the leftovers of a horse skull were found in graves nos. 7 and 150. In graves nos. 360, 238 and 109 horse bones – in the last two cases also with horse teeth – point at least to a burying of the sacrificial parts of the horse, those being the skull and the limbs, maybe connected with the skin.

In every case where a description is preserved the horse parts were placed to the left of all other items or to the left of the human body. This is common custom during the Roman and Migration Period in western Lithuania; it is seen as a sign that the horse was used for riding (Bliujiené, Butkus 2007, p.96 ff.).

A single tooth of a horse was found in grave no. 270. This grave contained a small pin with a cross-shaped head and bronze spirals, nearby a pot was found. As none of these items has survived, so nothing can be said about their age. The horse skeleton was found in an area that might have been an Aschenplatz but was at least a burial ground in medieval times. On the other hand this area had been used in the Roman Age already, so it is also possible that the horse grave belongs to this period.

Distribution of burials with horse remains or riding gear on the cemetery

The distribution map of horse remains in Oberhof (Fig. 5) shows that graves or features with horse teeth or skull fragments are widespread over the whole cemetery. Burials with horse limbs on the other hand are found in the northern part and in one case in the western grave group. Except for graves nos. 109 and 257 that can be dated to the Migration Period for sure and grave no. 270 that is to be set in period F all other burials or features, as far as they are datable, belong to the Roman Period. The features that are situated in an area that was also used in medieval times overlay and disturbed graves of the Roman Iron Age. So it can be stated that within the area used in the Roman Period the graves with horse limb bones are situated in the north, whereas the burials in the southern part contained only horse skulls.

Bridle bits are distributed in more or less the same area (Fig. 6), that is to say scattered across the whole burial ground. They are absent only in the very northeastern group that was used mainly during the Migration Period and in the northwestern group were graves of Period F were excavated. In all they cover a broader area than that taken by burials or features with horse remains. Obviously in the Migration Period as well as in the Viking Age it was more common to offer only the bridle instead of parts of the horse.

Compared to burials with bridle bits, graves with spurs take more peripheral positions. This might indicate a somehow lower status of the deceased. A spur marks a person only as a rider, he does not necessarily have to have possessed a horse. It is also conceivable that the horse was not buried with him for economical reasons (e.g. because it was needed by the bereaved). This would indicate a lower status related to wealth and

\[13\] In the Tischlerscher Zettelkatalog an „Eisenpfriem mit Bronzering“ (iron awl with bronze ring) is recorded but was crossed out later. So it is unclear if this item really belonged to this grave. On the other hand it might be that these are the remains of a snaffle bit with bronze rings. In that case a horse skull with a bridle would have been offered.

\[14\] For the reconstruction of the plan of the cemetery: Reich 2007, p.196ff.
might have led to a more external position of the burial within a grave group as well.

One of the few quite well documented areas in Oberhof is the western grave group (Reich 2007, p.201ff. fig.3; 4). It was mainly used during the Migration Period. At least three, maybe four subgroups can be distinguished. These groups are based not so much on families but on allegiance or loyalty groups. Sword graves occupy a central position within these groups. The number of weapons decreases the further away from these centres the burials are located.

In each of these subgroups there is at least one grave with a bridle bit or a spur. Grave no. 109 in the eastern subgroup takes a special position because it is the only burial with horse remains. While there is a spur in this grave, a bridle bit as well as weapons are missing. Only a sickle marks the deceased as male. This might be due to the poor preservation conditions of the iron objects\(^\text{15}\). Because of the spur, that can be assigned to type Leuna described by Giesler (1978)\(^\text{16}\), this burial can at least be set in period D\(^\text{17}\). Therefore it might be older than the other graves in the western grave group that contain equestrian equipment, but no horse remains.

In two cases (graves nos. 111 and 75) a bridle bit was found in sword graves. On the other hand several warriors with a sword or a big knife were offered neither a bridle nor spurs. This is the most apparent in the south-western subgroup, where two men with swords and one man with two spears and an axe were buried. Grave no. 73 however contained only a spur and perhaps an iron fibula. Looking at the graves with riding gear or horse parts (Fig. 4) or at the combination of grave goods in the male burials of Oberhof in general (Reich 2007, fig.2) this fact can be observed in burials of the Roman Age and medieval burials as well.

Concluding it can be stated, that in the community of Oberhof it was not necessary to be on top of the military hierarchy to be a rider or to receive riding gear

\(^{15}\) In the Zettelkatalog „verschiedenes verkrauter“ is recorded and furthermore in the description not all objects are clearly addressed. Sickle and knife were obviously identified and prepared in the process of restoration and conservation.

\(^{16}\) For help with the classification I am grateful to Bartosz Konnty.

\(^{17}\) About similar spurs recently: Konnty, Natuniewicz-Sekula 2009, forthcoming.
Fig. 7. Distribution of weapon furnishings, horse remains and riding gear in the south-western grave group: burials with a sword or a large knife (●); with two spearheads (▲); with one spearhead (■); with only an axe (♦); with a bridle bit (♦); with a spur (▲) or with horse remains (★).

Fig. 6. Distribution of bridle bits (dark) and spurs (light; M miniature spur) in Oberhof.
as grave goods. On the other hand bridles, spurs or horse parts are found quite often in very well furnished graves. So even if these offerings are often connected with warriors, it has to be considered that they might be not only an indicator for the doubtlessly existing cavalry but also for different social phenomena, for example wealth.
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OBERHOFO (AUKŠTIKMIENIO)
KAPINYNOS ŽIRGŲ KAPAI IR RAITELIŲ APRANGA

Christine Reich

Santrauka

Oberhofo (dabar Aukštkiemių, Klaiptės r.) kapiny nas yra šiauriau Klaiptės. Kapinyne rasta vos keletas kamanų su metaliniais apkalais (1–2 pav.). Išskirtinių kryžiaus pavidalo apkalų rasta ne tik Vakarų Lietuvoje, bet ir Mozūrijoje bei Sūduvoje. Rečiau jų randama Sembos pusiasalyje, Nadruvoje ir šiaurės vakariniėje Žemaitijos dalinyje (3 pav.).

Be išraiškos žalių, randamą kapinyne, kape 75 rasti žals lai, kurių bronziniuose žieduose buvo iškompunyta po žirgo figūrėlę (žr. skyriaus III užsklandą). Kapinyne
rasti 29 kapai su žirgų kaulais ar dantimis, žiūlais ar pentinais (4 pav.). Jų paprstais randama vyrų kapuose su ginklais.

Vėlyvuju geležies amžiumi datuojamose kapinyose kapuose (435, 436 ir 440) rasta žirgų aprangos elementų ir ietigalių, miniatiūrinių kirvių ir peilių.

Kapinyse randama visų įmanomų žirgų kapų ir aukų tipų: žirgo kapas (257); žirgo galvos aukos (kapai 2 ir 365); žirgo dantys, greičiausiai žirgų aukų kapų (7 ir 150) liekanos, žirgo galūnių palaidojimai (kapai 360, 238 ir 108). Visais atvejais žirgų liekanų randama į kai- rę nuo kitų daiktų arba žmogaus kapo.


